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Welcome
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Heritage Arts Award Discover Log B ook!
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from and the community you live in.

For your Arts Award Discover
• finding out about different

you will be:

types of arts in your local area

• Taking

part in different

arts activities

• Finding

out about artists and

their work

• Sharing

what you have found

out with others

a drawing

You can keep all your writing, drawings,
cuttings, doodles and pictures here.
Be as creative as you like – you can
print things from the internet or cut and
stick pictures from magazines.
You can also add in extra pages and
add links to websites or films you have
made if you want to get really creative!

ABOUTME...

Part A: Discover
The Arts

are all around us.

The arts are everywhere you look. Think about some different buildings, spaces, streets, people and places in
your local area. Which different arts might you see on a tour of your town, village or city.
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draw or cut and stick pictures here...

stick, doodle, draw, sketch, write about your creative work here…

To get your Discover Arts Award
This could be at a local heritage
museum, a library, a theatre etc

you need to take part in at least one arts activity.

site such as a

W hat

activity did you do?...
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Draw

or take photos of yourself doing it and stick them here.

Stick,

doodle, draw, sketch, write here…

Stick,

doodle, draw, sketch, write here…

Part B: Find Out
This

is who

He/She

is

Three

I

…about Two Artists

and their work.

Choose some artists to find out more about.
You might want to use a library or the internet
to help you. What did you find out?

found out about...

…

interesting things about their work…

is who I, found
…….about
This drawings
Stick
photosout
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anything
This is who I found out about…….

the artist here...

Remember that Musicians, Singers, Writers, Painters, Dancers, Actors,
Architects and Sculptors are all artists!
This
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interesting things about their work…

Stick

drawings, photos or anything about the artist here...

Part C: Share

Sharing what you have
Arts award Journey...

Congratulations !
you have completed your
Arts Award Discover

done on your

Signed By......................................................
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best bit was…..

there are four more

did you share?
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If

a picture of you sharing here.

Discover,
next:

you enjoyed doing

levels that you can try out

Explore Bronze Silver Gold
Stick

How

is the first level.

Wahey!

